NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 7 2010

Quick Answers

1. climate
2. uncle
3. mountain
4. excellent
5. sympathy
6. principle
7. environment
8. received
9. library
10. drought
11. gossip
12. reputations
13. weapon
14. encouraged
15. technological
16. unacceptable
17. attachment
18. sketches
19. awkwardly
20. address
21. surprised
22. biography
23. hedge
24. tournament
25. label
26. guard
27. references
28. stallion
29. residue
30. skewers
31. is
32. The children might go to the beach when the pool is closed. (option 3)
33. When the doorbell rang, she got up and asked, “Now, who can that be?”
34. Sandy like shopping, visiting the museum and going to the movies. (option 4)
35. UN
36. He’s going to be late again.
37. could have
38. be
39. so luckily I can still drive home (option 3)
40. In nobody’s (option 1)
41. more deeply
42. ours
43. “Will you drive, Richard, or will I?” (option 4)
44. You will be able to catch the train as long as you leave early.
45. Except for
46. After grandfather (option 1)
47. whether
48. However
49. Dr Williams claims the project is the cleverest solution to the problem (soil erosion and salinity) that she has considered. (option 3)

50. Neither the team nor the fans were happy with the result.

51. its its (option 1)

52. Newbook Gallery say they are ‘giving away’ bestsellers for only $20.

53. After changed (option 2)

54. When they were playing in the rain, the grass was very wet.